JOINT TASK FORCE ON DISCONTINUANCE OF PROGRAMS

Agenda

Date:
Members Present: Renee Kilmer, Steve Hodges Michele Rivard, Peter Shaw
Members Absent: Wanda Garner, Kathie Welch

1. Purpose and charge
2. Review of principles
3. Review of impact of previous cuts
4. Other
5. Next steps

- as objective as possible
- some data from:
  - faculty hiring process
  - program chair matrix

- Qualitative Factors - how measure?
- how does it affect Quantitative Matrix?
- "13th column with 'special factors'"

- Realistic Elimination
- Availability
- Labor Mkt.

Rock's CTE "20 points" comparison data
perkins/TEA?

next steps

- What is an Academic Program

mitigating circumstances
- examples
- generated from departments

criteria

in-service

in-service